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1. introduction

Contrastive rhetoric, which aims to compare written academic discourses among

various languages, has already become an established area of enquiry. The consider-

ation of culture as a cognitive category to explain writing is a defining feature of

contrastive rhetoric (Li 2008: 3). In particular, several contrastive studies have been

carried out on the use of personal pronouns in research articles (RAs), comparing

English versus other languages, such as Spanish (Martín Martín  2003; Lorés-Sanz

2006), Korean (Kim 2009), Slavic (Ukrainian and Russian) (Yakhontova 2006), Eng-

lish, Norwegian and French in the fields of economics, linguistics and medicine

(Breivega, Dahl & Fløttum 2002), English, French and Norwegian (Fløttum, Kinn &

Dahl 2006), English, German, French, Russian and Bulgarian (Vassileva 1998,

2000). These cross-cultural studies have delineated differences in academic writings

of various languages as well as differences in “patterns of intellectual tradition,
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This study aims to provide cross-cultural and cross-disciplinary analyses of personal

pronouns and their semantic and pragmatic functions in single-authored research arti-

cle (RA) introductions, written in English and Persian, in the disciplines of Physics and

Education, representing hard and soft sciences respectively. To achieve this goal, 329

RAs from international and Iranian journals between 2005 and 2009 were selected. Ed-

ucation was represented by 200 introductions, 100 in English and 100 in Persian. How-

ever, Physics single-authored RAs in Persian are very rare and only 29 RAs could be col-

lected and compared to 100 introductions in the English journals. Findings in English

RAs revealed that Education writers mostly use singular pronouns to highlight their

identity while Physics writers use we exclusively to hide their authoritative role in their

quest for publication space in English journals. As regards Persian RAs, authors only

opted for plural pronouns irrespective of discipline. The existing differences reflect the

rhetorical conventions of soft and hard disciplines as well as cross-cultural values and

viewpoints about the author’s visibility in RAs.
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which have been attributed to cultural characteristics, the structure of communities,

literacy practices, and notions of politeness” (Koutsantoni 2005: 98). 

As a widely used genre of communication among academics and a complicated

activity with many visible and invisible layers, writing an RA introduction (RAi) re-

quires understanding higher levels of discourse (Abdi, Tavangar Rizi & Tavakoli

2010), of which one layer constitutes representation of identity. Personal pronouns

are regarded as a major repository of expressing stance by writers towards readers

and their discourse community (Vladimirou 2006). Since authors do not have any

face-to-face interaction with their readers, personal pronouns are useful devices for

them to create active engagements with readers as well as to make their presence

felt in the RA. Using pronouns in their RAs, writers would be able to structure the

text, negotiate meaning, recount experimental procedures and methodology, and ac-

knowledge institutional and individual contributions to the study (Harwood 2005a). 

In the past, authors avoided personal pronouns in order to gain credibility for their

work since academic writing was regarded as being purely objective and impersonal

(Martín Martín 2003). Recently, several studies have demonstrated that at least some

RAs do not follow this traditional view of impersonality (Coffin & Hewings 2007; Har-

wood 2005a, 2005b, 2005c, 2006; Hyland 2002, 2004; Kuo 1999; Lorés-Sanz 2006;

Martín Martín 2003; Tang & John 1999; Vladimirou 2006). This shift of attitude to-

wards personal pronoun use may inspire some academic writers to expand their

knowledge of personal engagement and visibility in their RAs in order to gain more

readership. The use of personal pronouns, as key elements in the negotiation of mean-

ing between the writer and the reader, is an important indicator of how audiences are

conceptualized by speakers and writers in academic discourse (Fortanet 2004).  

Recently, there has been a burgeoning interest in the pragmatic and semantic

functions of personal pronouns in academic writing. Some studies have acknow-

ledged either cross-disciplinary differences (e.g. Hyland 2001), that are not even

consistent with the dichotomy between soft and hard sciences (Lafuente-Millán

2010), or complex issues in relation to the use of personal references (Vladimirou

2006). In studying 15 single-authored research and review articles in Linguistics,

written by native English-speaking writers, Vladimirou (2006) found three perplex-

ing issues regarding the use of personal references in academic writing: (1) ambigu-

ous semantic references of we, (2) the concept of multifunctionality, and (3) shifts

between first person singular and plural inclusive and exclusive references.

Several studies have also underscored cross-cultural and cross-linguistic tenden-

cies in exploiting self-citation. As early as 1998, Vassileva investigated differences

in the employment of personal pronouns in English, French, German, Bulgarian,

and Russian RAs (300 pages for each of the languages) in Linguistics. Several other

studies have suggested similarities and differences in the distribution of self-men-

tion in English and Spanish. Martín Martín’s (2003) study of Phonetics and Psychol-

ogy abstracts reveals that Spanish writers tend to display a higher degree of autho-

rial presence in the abstracts which reflects a higher degree of commitment. In

Lorés-Sanz’s (2006) study of linguistics abstracts, Spanish single-authored writers

made use of the exclusive we much more frequently than their Anglo-American
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peers, who favoured the use of I at all times. This was similar to Mur Duenas’s

(2007) analysis of 24 Business Management RAs, where Americans present them-

selves as authorial selves in their quest for publication while this attitude is vitiated

in the Spanish writers due to differences in cultural conventions on self citation

which may shape the RA overall structure. Sheldon’s (2009) exploration of authorial

identity representation across Spanish and English RAs in Applied Linguistics and

Language Teaching produced different outcomes. In the discursive construction of

the writer’s identity, while both cultures orient the reader through self-reference,

English writers reveal personal or professional information about themselves with

first person pronouns whereas Spanish writers adopt a more formal empirical ap-

proach to research. In general terms, the results of Mur-Dueñas, Lorés-Sanz and

Sheldon are similar, as the three studies conclude that Spanish academics use fewer

self-mentions than their Anglo-American peers. However, Sheldon investigates the

pragmatic uses of  personal pronouns and further, more specific, differences are

found there. Aiming to explore authorial stance in English and Italian, Molino (2010)

analysed 60 Linguistics RAs in English and Italian and pointed to differences due to

adoption of differing interpersonal strategies and discourse functions. The preference

for interpersonal strategies was less marked in Italian than in English and this en-

tailed that writing conventions are stronger in the Anglo-American context.  

The results of some of the studies seem to contradict other studies. Martín

Martín (2003) concludes that the use of personal pronouns is not a prevalent strat-

egy in English and Spanish abstract writing in the field of social sciences. His data,

however, reveal a slightly higher use of personal pronouns in Spanish (30%) in con-

trast with 23% in English. Some of the studies carried out thus far have either had

a cross-disciplinary import (e.g. Harwood 2005a, 2005c; Hyland 2001, 2002; La-

fuente-Millan 2010; Martín Martín 2003) or a focus on native speakers of English in

one discipline (Vladimirou 2006); most studies have depicted authorial stance in soft

disciplines cross-culturally (e.g. Martín Martín 2003; Molino 2010; Lorés-Sanz 2006;

Sheldon 2009; Vladimirou 2006; Vassileva 1998), and studies on the significance of

personal pronouns in hard sciences have only recently drawn the attention of re-

searchers (Carciu 2009). Moreover, careful surveillance into the existing literature

reveals a neglect of this important area in hard and soft sciences in Asian lan-

guages. Thus, the current study aims at analysing and comparing English and Per-

sian RA introductions in Physics and Education, representing hard and social sci-

ences disciplines respectively. It explores how the author is presented in RAs by

using personal pronouns (singular and plural) across the two languages and disci-

plines. That is. the study offers insights into how authors present themselves in

RAs and whether this is determined by linguistic and disciplinary conventions.

More specifically, this study attempts to address the following questions:

What cross-disciplinary differences exist in using first person pronouns in the

introductions of RAs in Education and Physics in English and Persian?

What cross-linguistic differences (semantic or pragmatic) exist in using first per-

son pronouns in the introduction sections of articles in Education and Physics writ-

ten in English and Persian?
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2. Methodology

2.1. Materials

The study relied on 329 RAis with an empirical orientation in Physics and Edu-

cation for semantic and pragmatic meanings of first person singular pronouns. The

selected disciplines allowed comparisons across hard and social sciences. Education

was represented by 200 single-authored introductions, 100 in English and 100 in

Persian, while Physics was represented by 100 introductions in English and only 29

introductions in Persian. In fact, within the time limit set for this study, single-au-

thored Physics articles in Persian are very rare. The reason for this paucity is that

in Iran, as in many other countries, masters and PhD thesis projects should be re-

ported in the form of joint research activities (usually the supervisor and the stu-

dent) published in local or international journals as a partial fulfilment for the de-

gree obtained by students. With the rapid surge in the number of postgraduate

students at different state and non-profit universities, and the unrelenting fever of

publication, university professors become more involved in postgraduate projects.

This engagement appears to be more prevalent in hard sciences than in social sci-

ences because of the growing number of students in such disciplines. Therefore, pub-

lication by single authors would seem to be restricted to a few researchers who go

on sabbaticals or prefer to take on projects alone. All the existing Persian Physics

journals were scrutinized and single-authored articles with an empirical bent were

collected. This number of articles, however, appeared to be enough to allow the re-

searcher to access evidence of the use of personal pronouns so that generalizations

could be made about the disciplinary tendencies. 

The selection of articles was done through a systematic procedure to decrease

the researcher’s bias in the research and to be able to generalize the results of the

study. To this aim, Iranian university professors in both disciplines were met and

asked to indicate prestigious Persian and English journals. Some of the hard-copied

journals were collected from Shahid Chamran University libraries and some were

accessed via the electronic versions of the journals. The English articles in Educa-

tion were selected from American Educational Research Journal (AERJ), Personal-

ity and Social Psychology Bulletin (PSPB), and School Psychology International

(SPI), while the corresponding Persian articles were extracted from Journal of Ed-

ucational Sciences Studies (JESSF), Journal of Education and Psychology (JEPS),

New Educational Ideas (NEIAU), Psychological Studies (PSAU), and Journal of

Educational Research (JERB). As for the Physics articles, the English samples

were chosen from Current Applied Physics (CAP), Journal of Magnetism and Mag-

netic Materials (JMMM), and Physics Letter A (PLA) while the Persian sample arti-

cles were picked from Journal of Physics Research of Iran (JPRI), Journal of Sci-

ence of Islamic Azad University (JSIAU), Journal of Science of Tehran University

(JSTU), Journal of Engineering (JEFSU), Journal of Science of Shahid Chamran

University (JSCU), and Journal of Science of Al-Zahra University (JSAU). The fol-

lowing table summarizes the number of articles selected from the English and Per-

sian journals.
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Table 1. Number of articles in English and Persian by each journal

In choosing English journals, a further criterion was the ranking list of journals

by impact factor in the journal citation report and their indexing lists, as identified

in Table 2. Impact factor could not, however, be used to rank Persian journals on ac-

count of the fact that local Iranian journals are hardly rated in ISI journals. There-

fore, the study, though indirectly, allowed for comparison of ISI and non-ISI papers

across the two disciplines. 

Table 2. Impact factor and indexing lists of English journals

The decision to restrict the choice of empirical articles only was because the over-

all organization of an article may vary with its type (Crookes 1986). In addition,

genres are, according to Ramanathan & Kaplan (2000), dynamic and likely to

change across time, depending on the evolving socio-cognitive needs of discourse

communities, the needs of changing technology, and the changes in ideology and

worldviews in discourse communities. Therefore, in order to make a sound analysis,

only RAs published between 2005 and 2009 were selected. This restriction on the

type of articles as well as the number of published issues of the journals explains

the differing quantities of articles selected from the various journals, as seen in

Table 1.

The decision to select introduction sections of RAs only was motivated by the im-

portance of this part in that the introduction is a key genre where writers illustrate
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the problem and foreground its significance (Swales 1990, 2004). Fakhri (2004:

1120) claims that writers in the RAis are encountered with the difficult task of se-

lecting the degree of directness for disclosing their findings and the type of rhetori-

cal strategies necessary to make their introductions effective, which reveals their

stance towards their readers and previous scholarship and about the academic dis-

course community.

2.2. First person pronouns in Persian

To acquaint the reader with personal pronouns in Persian, a brief account will

follow. In Persian, two forms of first person pronouns exist: independent forms that

are called free personal pronouns (man, ma), which are comparable to English per-

sonal pronouns (I, we) and dependent or bound forms (-am, -eman) that are attached

to nouns, like my and our in English, or used as verb templates (am, im). Note the

following expressions in Persian for clarification: 

man soal kardam. (I asked a question) 

ma soal kardim. (We asked a question)

مدرک لاؤس soal kardam (I asked a question)

میدرک لاؤس soal kardim (We asked a question)

ملاؤس soalam (my question)

�����  soaleman (our question)

Used simultaneously with verb templates (am, im) in a sentence, independent

pronouns (man, ma) are considered as semantically redundant and optional accord-

ing to the Persian structure as they convey no extra function but the verb template

remains obligatory, as in the first two expressions above or in the following example

from the corpus in this study:

(1) �� ���� ���� �� ������ � �� ���� ���(���� ���

����) ����� �����

Ma chahar ulgu ra entekhab va be surete zir (ghesmathaye rangi) tarkib

kardeim. (We chose four patterns and combined them as follows (coloured parts)

(JPPi59).

2.3. The analytical framework

English and Persian plural personal pronouns (we, our, us, ourselves, ma, im)

can be used exclusively or inclusively. When these pronouns are applied in an

exclusive way, they act as singular pronouns and exclude reference to others but

only to one person. In order to distinguish between exclusive and inclusive pro-

nouns, the semantic features of verbs and the linguistic co-text of pronouns were

carefully scrutinized. If a plural pronoun was used to describe what had been

done for the research, the result, or anything related to the study, it was speci-

fied as an exclusive pronoun. However, the plural pronouns used to share gen-

eral ideas or academic knowledge were identified as inclusive (see examples 3

and 4). 

The current study employed Martín Martín’s (2003: 5) comprehensive classifica-
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tion for the functional analysis of first person singular/exclusive plural pronouns,

which refer only to the author: 

1. The author as describer of the research

2. The author as experiment conductor

3. The author as opinion holder

4. The author as cautious claim maker

5. The author as fully committed claim maker.

Some exclusive pronouns in the data of this study that did not conform to Martín

Martín’s categories were introduced under a new category called the author as inno-

vator, by which the author tries to introduce new methods and procedures.

(2) In the present report, I therefore define a specific kind of change—emotional

recovery—that is narrower and potentially more informative than declines in

mean scores over time (as addressed in Sbarra & Emery, 2005) (JEPi4).

To functionally analyse inclusive first person plural pronouns, which may refer

to readers in general, members of the academic community, or any other references,

Vladimirou’s (2006) classification was inspiring:

1. We-indefinite

2. We-writer and audience

3. We-academic community.

In the analysis of inclusive pronouns, the identification of we which refers to the

audience or academic community is not an easy task. There seems to be an indeter-

minate borderline between We-writer and audience and We-academic community in

the data. Therefore, these two functions are amalgamated into one as we-writer and

others, as in:

(3) It is interesting to note that although based on our insurance terms the ex-

pected value of the no-insurance option was slightly preferable to that of the in-

surance option, we had underestimated our students’ risk aversion, and the ma-

jority of the participants in the volitional condition decided to purchase insurance

(ns = 40 vs. 21) (JEPi25).

A few examples of inclusive we were also found which did not conform to

Vladimirou’s (2006) categorization. In the example below, the author begins with

singular pronouns to explain his attempts to create successful interactions with his

students due to the goals of the research; then he uses we and our to pinpoint his

interaction with the participants and so he added the we- writer and others func-

tion:

(4) In order to convey students’ importance I endeavored to listen attentively dur-

ing all interactions with students. One way in which I attempted to show stu-



dents they had undivided attention was to ignore phone calls during scheduled

and unscheduled (open door policy) meetings with them […]. Communicating car-

ing is important so my goal during individual interactions with students was for

them to feel listened to and valued. It was during our (inclusive, writer and

participants) face-to-face interactions that we (inclusive, writer and partici-

pants) could get to know one another, discuss our (inclusive, writer and par-

ticipants) differences  and create a process of communication that would be most

responsive to the student’s needs (JEPi44).

2.4. Procedure 

The present research is a quantitative and qualitative data-based study on the

semantic and pragmatic functions of personal pronouns in single-authored RAs. The

qualitative method employs close contextual analysis (co-text, context, text) as crite-

ria for the codification of personal reference. Vladimirou (2006) defines context in

her research as a multidimensional phenomenon, consisting of different levels, hier-

archically organized. Whenever one level of context does not suffice for the interpre-

tation of a pronominal reference and its classification, the next level (the wider co-

text, the context of situation, and the context of culture) which might provide more

hints should be used. Finally, in cases where even the cultural context is not helpful

enough for the categorization of the data, the analyst often has to take into consid-

eration several or even all of the levels of context in order to arrive at a particular

interpretation. 

Once collected, word count was run on the electronic versions of the articles in

order to determine the length of the corpus. However, for the Persian hard copy

articles, the software Readiris Pro 11 Middle East was installed and the introduc-

tions were scanned. The software allowed us to convert scanned images into Word

Office to count words in introduction sections. The texts were searched for first

person singular and plural pronouns and subsequently for the frequencies of each

pronoun in the whole data. Then the chi-square analysis was conducted to discern

if the differences across the two languages and disciplines are statistically mean-

ingful. Finally, personal pronouns were analysed according to their semantic and

pragmatic functions to examine the author’s role in the introductions. The qualita-

tive analysis was done twice, with a time interval of about a month, by the same

researcher and intra-rater reliability was calculated (0.97) to ensure consistency of

analysis.

3. general results

A total of 934 personal pronouns were identified in 421,880 words of which 185

were used in English Physics RAis (48,810 words), 585 in English Education RAis

(199,091 words), 72 in Persian Physics RAis (16,738 words), and 92 in Persian Edu-

cation RAis (157,241 words). The raw frequencies and percentages of personal pro-

nouns are summarized in Table 3.
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To find out whether the cross-linguistic variation of personal pronoun use

within each discipline in English and Persian is significant, the chi-square test

was applied. The value of chi-square in both disciplines was higher than the criti-

cal value at the significance level of p<0.05, which proved a quantitatively mean-

ingful difference in the pronoun use in English and Persian datasets (Physics: X ²

= 49.68; Education: X ² = 359; Critical value = 3.84). The results support the great

cross-linguistic variation in personal pronoun use in introductions of single-au-

thored RAs.

In the next stage, cross-disciplinary analysis demonstrated the higher value of

chi-square than the critical value at the significance level of p<0.05, showing the

substantial cross-disciplinary difference in the overall number of personal pronouns

in Physics and Education and alluding to the diversity involved in exploiting per-

sonal pronouns (X ² = 188.86; Critical value = 3.84).  

3.1. Exclusive and inclusive pronouns in RAs

As shown in Table 4, English and Persian authors in Physics used we and im

more exclusively in comparison with inclusive pronoun use to introduce their re-

search, give their opinions, or make claims in a very cautious way in order to re-

duce their authoritative role in the research, as in the following example, where

we referred only to the researcher who used some materials through his re-

search:

(5) In order to study the magnetic structure of FeCl2 _ 4H2O crystal at low tem-

peratures by the method of LTNO, we have used this crystal for orienting the

isotope (JEPhi1).

However, Persian and English Education writers, as shown in example 6, mostly

used plural pronouns inclusively to share general ideas or academic knowledge with

their particular readers or discourse community members.

(6) To date, we do not know whether individuals may have a preference for one

particular achievement goal (JEPi27).
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3.2. Pragmatic functions of exclusive pronouns

In what follows, the pragmatic functions of exclusive pronouns in both disci-

plines and languages are presented in Tables 5 and 6 and illustrated in Figures 1

and 2, and a full description of each function is in order.
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(0) 

0 
(0) 

0 
(0) 

0 
(0) 

5 
(2.97) 

2 
(1.19) 

0 
(0) 

71 
(4.16) 

The author as cautious … 0 
(0) 

0 
(0) 

0 
(0) 

0 
(0) 

32 
(19.04) 

4 
(2.38) 

0 
(0) 

36 
(21.42) 

The author as fully... 0 
(0) 

0 
(0) 

0 
(0) 

0 
(0) 

0 
(0) 

0 
(0) 

0 
(0) 

0 
(0) 

The author as an innovator 
 
 
Total  

0 
(0) 

 
6 

0 
(0) 

 
0 

0 
(0) 

 
0 

0             3 
   (0)        (1.78) 

 
     2               133 

0 
(0) 

 
26 

0 
(0) 

 
1 

3 
(1.78) 

 
168 

Education 
The author as describer... 184 

(38.57) 
10 

(2.09) 
60 

(12.57) 
1 

(0.20) 
23 

(4.82) 
4 

(0.83) 
0 

(0) 
282 

(59.11) 
The author as experiment...    53 

(11.11) 
1 

(0.20) 
7 

(1.46) 
1 

(0.20) 
6 

(1.25) 
0 

(0) 
110 
   (0) 

68 
(14.25) 

The author as opinion …       7 
(1.46) 

1 
(0.20) 

1 
(0.20) 

0 
(0) 

51 
(1.04) 

0 
(0) 

0 
(0) 

14 
(2.93) 

The author as cautious …          62 
(12.99) 

0 
(0) 

1 
(0.20) 

0 
(0) 

1125 
(5.24) 

1 
(0.20) 

0 
(0) 

89 
(18.65) 

The author as fully...     22 
(4.61) 

0 
(0) 

0 
(0) 

0 
(0) 

0 
(0) 

0 
(0) 

0 
(0) 

22 
(4.61) 

2 
(0.41) 

 
330 

0 
(0) 

 
12 

0 
(0) 

 
69 

0 
(0) 

 
2 

0 
(0) 

 
59 

0 
(0) 

 
5 

0 
(0) 

 
0 

2 
(0.41) 

 
477 

The author as an innovator 
 
Total      

Table 5. Functions of exclusive first person pronouns in English RAis

I            M         Myself       My           W          Our         Us        Total
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Figure 1. Functions of exclusive first person pronouns in English Physics RAis
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Function 
 

               Physics 
 
 

                   Education 

    Ma                 im            Totals     Ma               im               Totals 
   f      (% )      f     (%)          f      (%) f     (%)      f     ( %)           f       (%)  

The author as describer …      23    52.27      2     4.54      25    56.81                1     2.85      32     91.42     33   94.28 

The author as experiment …     1     2.27      6     13.63       7    15.90                0      0           0       0            0      0 

The author as opinion …           0     0           0       0            0      0                     0      0           0       0            0      0 

The author as cautious …          0     0         12     27.27     12    27.27                0      0           2       5.71       2      5.71  

The author as fully …                0     0           0      0             0      0                     0      0           0       0            0      0 

The author as an innovator        0      0           0      0            0       0                    0      0           0        0            0      0 

 
Totals                                       24                 20                  44                            1                  34                    35  

 
Table 6. Functions of exclusive first person pronouns in Persian RAis



Figure 2. Functions of exclusive first person pronouns in English Education RAis

3.2.1. The author as describer of the research/ event/ object/ person

As Martín Martín (2003: 6) explains, this function foregrounds the author who

writes, organizes, structures, and outlines the material. This function enables the

writer to describe the research processes, goals, purposes, events, objects, or people

involved. This is an obviously non-threatening role, as the writer informs but does

not actually make claims. The frequency of the author as describer of the research/

event/ object/ person outnumbered the other functions in the four subcorpora (see

Tables 5 & 6). Plural personal pronouns dominated all except for English Education

RAs in which singular pronouns were preferred. The most typical linguistic expo-

nents conveying this function as describer of the research were consider, discuss, ex-

amine, investigate, present, summarize, our theoretical treatment, the main target of
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our study, in our previous work, eshare mikunim (refer), entekhab kardim (I chose),

mipardazim (we consider).

3.2.2. The author as experiment conductor

In this function, which occurs frequently in both disciplines in English, the

writer uses the first person pronoun to describe or recount the various steps of the

research process prior to the writing, such as interviewing subjects, collecting data,

and so on. While the singular personal pronoun was dominant in Education RAs, we

was the only exclusive pronoun in Physics RAs. However, this function appears only

in some Physics RAis in Persian. In this function, the first person pronoun is usu-

ally placed with what Halliday (1994) calls material process verbs (e.g. work, collect,

interview) used in the past tense. In our sample, this function co-occurred with Eng-

lish and Persian verbs like apply, collect, interview, employ, implement, perform,

use, estefade mikunim (we use), be kar mibarim (we apply), as in the following ex-

amples:

(7) Over the course of a school year, I interviewed and observed teachers and

students in two urban high schools (JEPi71).

(8) یم هدافتسا دازآ نورتکلا ی هداس تلاح زا ادتبا مینک .
Ebteda az halate sadeye electrone azad estefade mikunim. (Firstly, we use the

simple form of free electron) (JPPhi4).

3.2.3. The author as opinion holder

This function was applied less frequently in both disciplines in English while it

was non-existent in Persian. The writer expresses his or her agreement with or in-

terest in specific attitudes or known information. This role co-occurs with verbs of

cognition (e.g. think, believe, are interested) that leave some space for readers to par-

ticipate in an interactive discussion. It also allows the author to make his or her

claims by conveying caution with commitment (Martín Martín 2003: 7), as in:

(9) I believe that, in this specific context at least, such a contention would be un-

justified (JEPi20).

3.2.4. The author as cautious claim maker

This function, too, was frequent in the two disciplines in English, with Physics

writers being slightly more inclined to use it. However, it was variously treated in

the two disciplines in Persian (see Table 6). The writer uses this function to estab-

lish a more personal sense of authority when showing the results of his or her re-

search and drawing the conclusions. However, the degree of authorial presence

would be diminished by the use of first person pronouns co-occurring with lexical

devices such as modal auxiliary verbs (may, might), semi-auxiliaries (seem, appear),

epistemic verbs like suggest, indicate, propose, predict or modal adverbs, nouns, and

adjectives (perhaps, possibility, possible), which perform the discourse function of

hedging or reducing the force of a claim. Hedges show modesty by tentative state-
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ments and invite readers to draw inferences by themselves and, simultaneously,

they express caution to minimize possible criticism from other researchers (Martín

Martín 2003: 8). Hedges are significant devices for writers of RAs to introduce them-

selves as members of the academic community by demonstrating familiarity with

rhetorical constructions and social understandings of the community.

In the English Education sample, the singular personal pronouns co-occurred

with epistemic verbs as in example 10. Using we in single-authored Physics RAs to

show the results or to draw conclusions was by itself considered as a cautious claim;

however, these pronouns co-occurred with modal auxiliary verbs as specified in 11,

and epistemic verbs as shown in example 12. 

(10) Likewise, although the benefits discussed in this study are most evident for

the youth leaders in this program, I suggest that a wide array of teens might

benefit from similar efforts (JEPi97).

(11) Secondly, because the entropy considerations at the limit of T. is not impor-

tant, the molecular field theory will become very easy and we can consider the in-

ternal energy of the system as free energy (JEPhi1).

(12) We expect the dilute manganese electron spins to follow the iron electron

spins through exchange interaction so that determining the 54Mn nuclear orien-

tation axes will define the axis of magnetization for the crystal (JEPhi1).

In order to conclude or to show the results, Persian writers used plural im with

reporting show verbs like neshan midahim (we show, demonstrate, reveal), khahim

dasht and be...miresim (we have identified). In example 13, the writer used im at-

tached to the verb be...miresim (we have to diminish his personal sense of authority).

Show verbs, in Charles’s words (2006a: 326), allow “the writer to give credit to other

researchers and to use their work in the cumulative construction of knowledge”.

(13) �� ���� ���� ����� �� ����� � ��� �� ����

Ba sade sazie bishtar be rabeteye zir miresim (By making the relation more sim-

plified, we have the following relation) (JPPhi4)

3.2.5. The author as fully committed claim maker

This function represents the highest degree of authorial presence of a writer per-

formed with the use of first person singular pronouns. It also demonstrates some

form of ownership for the author’s claims expressed in the text. As Hyland (2001:

207) points out, “self-mention is a powerful rhetorical strategy for emphasizing a

writer’s contribution”. Martín Martín (2003) believes that by using this function,

writers perceive themselves as competent researchers who have the right and abil-

ity to attribute new ideas to themselves, thus avoiding expressions that mitigate

their position as sole conductors of their study. 

This function was found only in English Education RAs where singular pronouns

were accompanied by reporting argue verbs like argue, assert, contend, derive, find,

and reason introduced by Francis et al. (1996), which are concerned with writing

and other forms of communication (as cited in Charles 2006b: 502). In applying

these verbs, writers make overt statements of their position, thereby demonstrating



their commitment to their research and constructing a stance appropriate to a pro-

fession (Hyland 2002), as in the following instance:

(14) Using the same logic, i reasoned that generalized comparisons would have

more impact than personalized comparisons ..... (JEPi3). 

In the above example, an Education writer uses this function to make his claim

self-centred using I without being afraid of being criticized or rejected by other com-

munity members, while no such function is found in Physics. The abstract and sub-

jective features of knowledge in Education lead the authors towards making strong

and authoritative claims. In Physics, however, data are very objective, measurable,

and concrete; therefore authors usually reject making outright claims.

3.2.6. The author as innovator 

This function had the lowest frequency in both disciplines, and authors apply it

whenever they endeavour to introduce new definitions, strategies, and methods of

doing things. By offering an innovation, the writer may highlight identity and com-

petency in the research and receive more admiration from discourse members or

readers. Pronouns conveying this function co-occurred with verbs like introduce, de-

fine, as shown in 15.  There were just two cases of this function occurring in English

Education and three cases in Physics RAis.

(15) In this paper, we will introduce the principle of the techniques involved in

the system, the performance of the system, and some applications of the system to

different cell measurements (JEPhi42).

Possible cross-linguistic differences for each function and within each discipline

were calculated, as displayed in Table 7. The value of chi-square for all but two

functions of the author as innovator in both disciplines and the author as fully com-

mitted claim maker in Physics were less than the critical value at the significance

level of p<0.05, implying that, in Physics, all functions except the above two were
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Physics                                         English     Persian          X!               df       Sig  

The author as describer …  
The author as an experiment ... 
The author as opinion … 
The author as cautious … 
The author as fully ... 
The author as an innovator  
Education 
The author as describer …  
The author as an experiment ... 
The author as opinion … 
The author as cautious … 
The author as fully ... 
The author as an innovator 

101 
  21 
    8 
  36 
    0 
    3 
 
283 
  68 
  13 
  89 
  22 
    2 

25 
  7 
  0 
12 
  0 
  0 
 
33 
  0 
  0 
  2 
  0 
  0 

45.84 
  7 
  4 
12 
  0 
  1.5 
 
197.78 
  34 
    6.5 
  41.58 
  11 
    1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

0.000 
0.000 
0.045 
0.31 
1 
0.22 
 
0.000 
0.000 
0.010 
0.000 
0.0009 
0.31 

 Table 7. Chi-square of pragmatic functions of exclusive pronouns across English and Persian



used differently in English and Persian, and in Education statistical measures re-

vealed differences between all the functions save for the author as innovator across

the two languages.

Cross-disciplinary differences were also determined by applying the chi-square

test. As Table 8 indicates, the values of chi-square for all functions but the author

as innovator and the author as opinion holder were higher than the critical value,

verifying greater diversities and disciplinary tendencies. 

Table 8. Chi-square of pragmatic functions of exclusive pronouns across disciplines

3.3. Pragmatic functions of inclusive personal pronouns

In what follows, the functions of inclusive personal pronouns across the two dis-

ciplines and languages are presented in Tables 9 and 10 and the description of each

function comes in order.
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 Functions                                      Physics    Education     X!            df        Sig  

The author as describer …  
The author as an experiment ...  
The author as opinion … 
The author as cautious … 
The author as fully ... 
The author as an innovator                               

126 
  28 
    8 
  48 
    0 
    3 

316 
  68 
  13 
  91 
  22 
   2 

81.66 
16.66 
  1.18 
13.3 
11 
  0.2 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

0.000 
0.000 
0.27 
0.000 
0.000 
0.65 

    We                     Our                Us                   Totals 
f      (%)             f      (%)         f       (%)          f        (%) 

Physics 
We-indefinite                                  2    11.11         1        5.55       0       0              3     16.66 
We-writer and others                      5    27.77         6      33.33       4     22.22       15      83.33  
We-writer and participants             0      0              0        0            0       0              0        0 
Education  
We-indefinite                                11     10.18      18      16.66       2       1.85      31      28.70     
We-writer and others                    43     39.81      19      17.59     12     11.11      74      68.51 
We-writer and participants             1       0.92        2        1.85       0       0             3        2.77 

 Table 9. Functions of inclusive first person pronouns in English RAis

Function 
 
 

                     Physics              
    

                  Education 
   Ma                 im           Totals    Ma                  im              Totals     
f     (%)          f     (%)      f    (%)  f       (%)        f       (%)      f     (%) 

We-indefinite                        0       0           0     0         0       0                   4       7.84        3     5.88       7    13.72 
We-writer and others            6     37.5      10   62.5    16   100                 15     29.41      29   56.86     44    86.27 
We-writer and participants   0       0           0     0         0       0                   0       0             0     0            0      0 
    
Totals                                    6                 10              16                           19                    32                 51 

 Table 10. Functions of inclusive first person pronouns in Persian RAis
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3.3.1 Indefinite we

This category is defined as a generic first person plural reference, which includes

people in general. Applying this function, the writer attempts to share general ideas

and attitudes. These plural pronouns can be simply replaced by one or people and

imply that something is common sense or universally accepted. This function was

used more frequently in Education, more particularly in the English RAis, indicat-

ing shared knowledge in relation to those people who share general ideas. In

Physics, indefinite we was exploited only three times in the English RAs whereas

this function of we did not occur in the corresponding Persian data at all (see Tables

9 & 10). The following examples from the Education RAis display the context in

which indefinite we is produced. 

(16) Just as we may feel awkward or even bump into people when walking in a

foreign city, so we may experience unfamiliar classroom interactional genres as

confusing or unnatural (JEPi100).

(17)

Agar bepazirim manzure hameie ulum, fahm, dark, tuzih va tabieen dunyaiee

ast ke ma dar an zendegy mikunim.... (If we accept that the intention of all sci-

ences is the understanding and explaining of the world in which we are living....)

(JPPi13).

3.3.2. We-writer and others

By using inclusive pronouns, writers can more easily persuade readers, interact

with them, and prevent imposing their ideas on them. In the following instances,

plural pronouns of we and ma referred specifically to either the discourse commu-

nity members or the readers or both groups. Results in Table 9 revealed that in the

English samples, the frequency of this function outnumbered the other functions in

both fields. Results, in addition, indicated that Physics writers use this function

much less than do writers in Education. In the Persian samples (Table 10), this cat-

egory was the only function materialized in Physics while, in Education, we-writer

and others and we-indefinite were utilized, with the former being the dominant

function.

In example 18, as we know did not refer to general but to specific knowledge

shared between discourse community members while dar keshvare ma (in our

country), in 19, referred to the shared knowledge of Persian readers about their

country:

(18) As we know, it is either impossible or inappropriate, from practical considera-

tions, to measure all the elements of the state vector (JEPhi20).

(19)

Alave bar in dastavardhaye mutaleate beinulmelaly ke amuzesh va parvaresh

iran niz dar anha musharekat dashte niz haky az vaziate namunasebe amuzeshe
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ulum dar keshvare ma mibashad (In addition, findings of International Studies,

in which the Iranian ministry of education also was involved, show the improper

condition of education in our country) (JPPi97).

3.3.3. We-writer and participants

There were only three instances of this function in English Education RAis,

which testifies to the minor role of this function in both disciplines. To find out

about cross-linguistic differences between inclusive pronouns, the chi-square test

was utilized. Table 11 reveals that, in Physics, the value of chi-square of all func-

tions between English and Persian was less than the critical value at the signifi-

cance level of p<0.05, implying that there was no important cross-linguistic differ-

ence between the use of inclusive pronouns in the introductions of Physics RAs.

However, significant cross-linguistic differences appeared in two inclusive functions

in Education RAs.

Another chi-square test indicated substantial disciplinary differences in the use

of inclusive pronouns. As shown in Table 12, the value of chi-square of the first and

the second categories of inclusive functions was higher than the critical value at the

significance level of p<0.05.
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Physics                                   English   Persian        X!        df       Sig  
 

We-indefinite                        
We-writer and others         
We-writer and participants    
Education 
We-indefinite                         
We-writer and others         
We-writer and participants  

  2 
15 
  0 
 
31 
74 
  3 

  0 
16 
  0 
 
  7 
44 
  0 

 1 
 0.032 
 0 
 
15.14 
7.62 
1.5 

1 
1 
1 
 
1 
1 
1 

0.31 
0.85 
1 
 
0.000 
0.005 
0.22 

 Table 11. Chi-square of pragmatic functions of inclusive pronouns

Functions                                Physics   Education     X!         df         Sig  

We-indefinite                         
We-writer and others         
We-writer and participants    

  2 
31 
  0 

  38 
118 
    3 

32.4 
50.78 
  1.5 

1 
1 
1 

0.000 
0.000 
0.22 

 Table 12. Chi-square of pragmatic functions of inclusive pronouns 
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4. discussion

Persian RAs are distinguished by the complete absence of singular personal pro-

nouns. Writers in these texts are usually shrouded in plural personal pronouns, pas-

sive statements (pishbiny mishavad / it is predicted), (entezar miravad / it is ex-

pected), words referring to the writer as third person (nevisande, negarande / the

writer), (muhaghegh, pajuheshgar / the researcher), or personification statements

(in tahghigh talash mikunad / this research attempts to), so that their responsibil-

ity is diminished. This refusal to mention themselves in the research is likely to in-

crease the appearance of objectivity of their interpretation thereby allowing them to

keep their distance from their claims. Cultural values and viewpoints about the au-

thor’s role in RAs might prevent Iranian writers from applying singular personal

pronouns in their papers. The reluctance to display an authoritative persona among

Asian writers may come from “the culturally and socially constructed view of self,

which makes assertion difficult” (Hyland 2002: 1111) or, as Davoodifard (2008) puts

it, the different expectations set by the local academic community of the writers.

Though not mentioned explicitly in the style sheets of the journals from which we

collected our data, the local community experts implicitly practise hiding agency

and encourage writers to abide by this rhetorical characteristic, a matter that might

also reflect the differences between ISI, as more prestigious and creditable, and non-

ISI, as ranked academically lower, journals (the dichotomy of more prestigious and

less prestigious journals holds true at least in Iran, where ISI papers are usually

top-ranked). However, hiding agency might also reveal the writers’ lack of confi-

dence in the claims they make. 

Generally, the distinctly different tendencies of English writers in the two disci-

plines over personal pronoun use, where authors in Physics use more plural pro-

nouns while writers in Education mostly choose singular pronouns, mark the

rhetorical conventions of soft and hard sciences in academic English. In soft sci-

ences, in order for writers to establish the validity and relevance of their work, it is

important that the identities of the authorities and sources become apparent. In

hard sciences, however, the identities of agents are commonly suppressed, as if

human agency fell outside the process, to emphasize the fact that knowledge is de-

rived from replicable laboratory activities, observations and measurements rather

than from interpretation or discussion (Holmes 2007; Hyland 2001). This way writ-

ers hide themselves behind plural pronouns to heighten their authenticity and open

space for their claims to be accepted and for their papers to be published. 

Self-mention in Physics is merely used to let authors share their knowledge in an

objective manner; however, in Education there is more explicit authorial involvement

in RAs because the criteria of acceptability for interpretation are rather subjective

and there is less control of variables, so it would be necessary for authors to high-

light their identity through their claims in order to be admitted as members of a dis-

course community. Hyland (2008: 15) argues that writers in hard fields seek to dis-

guise both their interpretative responsibilities and rhetorical identities behind

linguistic objectivity to suggest that results would be the same whoever conducted

the research and to manifest the importance of “the phenomena under study, the
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replicability of research activities, and the generality of the findings”. In contrast, the

soft disciplines are more interpretative, and entities are less precisely measurable

and clear-cut. Therefore, scholars in these sciences seem more willing to use pro-

nouns to “project a rhetorical identity based on the attributes of a real person who

expresses a direct personal involvement” (Rowley-Jolivet & Carter-Thomas 2005: 61). 

Cross-disciplinary differences, irrespective of language, were also shown in the

use of exclusive and inclusive pronouns. In Physics, authors mostly apply exclusive

pronouns in their RAs while Education writers prefer using inclusive pronouns,

which can be interpreted in terms of the rhetorical preferences in soft and hard dis-

ciplines. Writers in Physics avoid mentioning themselves explicitly in the study, and

thus they opt for plural pronouns more exclusively to talk about their procedures,

methods, and goals. For Education writers, the condition is the reverse, since they

are inclined to use inclusive pronouns freely to share general ideas, academic

knowledge with general people, community members, and their specific readers to

catch their attention and win their approval. In example 20, the author attempted

to describe the condition during his interaction with his students prior to the study;

however, in example 21, the writer introduced himself as a researcher and, in exam-

ple 22, he revealed his emotions about a book:

(20) However, once a relationship has been developed, the majority of my students

become very comfortable coming to see me on an informal basis (the author as

describer of the event) (JEPi44).

(21) In March 2003, I undertook (the author as describer of the person) the

role of principal researcher for this national project (JEPi61).

(22) I was strongly influenced (the author as describer of the object) by this

book on its publication and was struck 27 years later that ideas in this book still

appeared radical at the International School Psychology Association (ISPA) con-

ference in 2005 (JEPi65).

By using inclusive pronouns Education writers follow the Constructionists’ social

thinking that locates participants’ relationships at the hub of academic writing, as-

suming that every successful text must display its writer’s ability to engage appro-

priately with his or her readers. Inclusive pronouns are one of the devices authors

may use to create a perfect mutual communal interaction with readers who are sup-

posed to bring the same background knowledge. Writers use inclusive pronouns to

make readers feel involved and more receptive to the writers’ claims. This inclusive-

ness then manifests positive politeness by involving the reader as an active and

knowledgeable member of the discourse community. 

Another strategy by which writers can enhance the interactive quality of a text

and engage their readers is through amalgamating plural pronouns with questions

posed by an imaginary readership to hold their attention and involve them in

reading to find an answer. Harwood (2005b: 360) believes that, in such cases, “the

resulting tenor is more self-promotional than inclusive” because the reader will

follow the writer’s intentions and accept his/her claims too conveniently, as in:
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(23) Which goals do we pursue? On one hand, a person is more likely to pursue

a goal that he or she perceives as attainable (JEPi1).

In example 23, the question, addressing readers, piques their curiosity to follow the

writer and read his study carefully to find the answer. Note in the following example

that the pronouns apparently address the audience’s concerns solicitously while with

the help of the cotext, they direct attention to what the writer wishes to focus on:

(24) The presumption is that we continue to see these issues as binary and that

the standard for normality and comparison is White […]. It is time that we look at

the factors contributing to the silence of these individuals and how we can learn

from this silence to effectively recruit and retain more diverse faculties (JEPi78).

In example 24, it seems that plural pronouns make the instances reader-ori-

ented; however, the verbs accompanied by pronouns (see, look, learn) can change the

condition to a writer-oriented one that acts in the direction of the writer’s ambitions,

which makes the reader see things from the writer’s perspective.

Inclusive pronouns can also be seen as negative politeness devices that can “di-

minish the writer responsibility for an imperfect state of affairs. It spreads any cul-

pability for the lack of knowledge across the entire discourse community” (Harwood

2005b: 347-348), as in:

(25) Though each of these routes reflects very different assumptions about the

kind of preparation middle school teachers require, we know little about what

teachers learn depending on the pathway through which they are prepared

(JEPi92).

In example 25, by using inclusive we, the writer distributes his deficiency of

knowledge to the whole community members to protect himself from making direct

claims or objections to others’ claims because making the writer’s presence explicit

in the text might be considered as a face-threatening act (FTA). Moreover, Educa-

tion writers are also likely to apply inclusive pronouns to minimize the threat to the

face of the readership when making a criticism. This is done to ensure that the

threat to the audience is not so great as to prevent the writer’s claims from being

taken into consideration and ratified. FTA was introduced by Brown & Levinson

(1987: 70) as an act that inherently damages the face of the addressee or the

speaker by acting in opposition to the wants and desires of the other. By being po-

lite to the readers, authors may respect them and involve them in the processes of

formulating the problem, describing the rationale for the study, and convincing the

readers that the study is worth doing. 

5. conclusion

This study explored how personal pronouns help writers in Physics and Educa-

tion position themselves in their papers as well as how they perceive their relation-

ship with readers and the disciplines across Persian and English. Quantitative
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analysis showed that the frequency of personal pronoun use varies considerably and

writers’ choice of the presence of singular or plural personal pronouns or their non-

presence in RAs might vary in different disciplines and cultures. Therefore, the way

that writers report their research results is shaped by their native language back-

ground and their local discourse community (Davoodifard 2008; Hyland 2002).

The results revealed that the existing differences might be related to the rhetori-

cal conventions of hard and soft disciplines. In English Physics RAs, writers attempt

to be more objective and meticulous in making clear claims. They use fewer personal

pronouns and usually conceal their agency behind plural pronouns and play down

their own claims and arguments to keep themselves immune from the criticism of

discourse community members or other readers. However, Education writers in Eng-

lish prefer singular pronouns to make their identity stand out in order to prove

themselves as discourse members who have something new and unique to say and

propose. In contrast, no singular pronouns are used in the Persian sample texts. 

Contrastive studies of this type can be helpful to novice academics who wish to

publish their works and therefore need to know the rhetorical conventions of the ex-

pected discourse community. To achieve this goal, EAP courses are very useful to

teach the different ways writers may use to communicate with their audience as

well as to construct their own identity. Further comparative studies are required to

be administered in other disciplines and languages to provide novice students with

more insights into rhetorical conventions of personal pronouns in a wider linguistic

and disciplinary context. Moreover, it might be useful to examine other sections of

RAs, including abstract, method, discussion, and results, across different cultures in

forthcoming studies.
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